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2. Establish a Decision Making Process
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6. Tips for digital meetings
7. How to manage volunteers
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Inviting the right people will yield stronger results and relationships in 
the group, and avoids wasting valuable time. Think about these 
questions when crafting an invitation list:

    Who is directly impacted by this issue?
    Who is doing compelling work around this issue?
    Who can move this work forward? 
    Any specific skills you're missing?

During Meetings
      Thumbs Up/Down/Side

e.g. Vote on proposal; Thumbs to Side/Down 
offer their reservations/concerns; group modifies proposal as needed 
to garner sufficient support.

      Zoom Poll
e.g. Anonymous vote on proposal; invite reservations/concerns; group 
modifies proposal as needed to garner sufficient support.

      Cache: Spectrum, Buckets
e.g. Group members receive 2+ tokens to indicate priorities; Propose 
priorities and take vote to confirm one or more priorities; could also be 
used to indicate who will tend to each priority.

In Between Meetings
      Surveys/Google Forms
      Doodle Polls

Build the Right Team1

Establish a Decision-Making Process

Methods/Tools We Can Use...
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Avoid stress and be more effective by making sure the people who will be 
doing the work agree on what is being done, why, and how. Laying out a 
decision making process on the front-end builds more clarity and 
alignment within your team.

Information curated by Stasia Monteiro

Check out theworksheet:  Steps to Making aDecision
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When you bring people together to work on complex problems, 
you should anticipate disagreements and conflict within your 
group. Conflict is an opportunity to deepen your relationship. 
Having agreed upon processes ready will help you work through 
conflict in a way that makes your members and group stronger.

Community Agreements

Manage Conflict3

Be proactive by creating a community agreement where members 
discuss and decide together some basic principles for how they want 
to be treated within the group. 

Tip: you can also use community agreements in a variety of spaces

To create a community agreement,  recommend the following 
exercise: 

Have members sit in a circle. Ask them to spend five minutes 
reflecting on a few of the following prompts. 
Participants can write or draw their answers if they’d like. 

What maximizes your creativity? 

What minimizes it? 

Safety within our group looks like… 
Validation within our group looks 
like… 
Trust within our group looks like… 
Accountability within our group 
looks like… 

Affirmation within our group looks 
like…

How will you show appreciation to 
each other?

When would we have 
conversations around potential 
tension or difference? ASAP? During 
staff meetings? During a set 
“relationship date”?
Where would we have these 
conversations? (at the office? at a 
neutral location? At home? Away 
from home? Outdoors?)
How would we have these 
conversations? (How do we want to 
feel during these conversations? 
Are there behaviors or words that 
would make the conversation feel 
unsafe or disrespectful?) (1)
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No matter what kind of process or project you are 
leading, you will need to meet with other people. 
Don’t trust “luck” that it will go well! 
 
The 7 Ps Framework* for meeting planning is a good 
one for thinking about the amount of pre-meeting 
planning you’ll need to do. 
If you want a good meeting, you must PLAN for it. 
The level of pre-planning depends on the kind of 
meeting you will have and how unique it is, but 
think about this as a checklist in thinking ahead of 

your meeting. 
 
*adapted from “Gamestorming- a playbook for 
innovators, rulebreakers and changemakers”, Gray, 
Brown & Macanufo. 

Planning for Good 
Meetings
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Purpose 
Why are we having this meeting? 
Meetings should be held to accomplish “X” that can only be done in a group. 
Live meetings allow discussion on issues that need multiple perspectives to 
make decisions. Don’t have a meeting if you don’t need DISCUSSION to reach 
a DECISION. Information that requires no decision can be distributed by 
mail or email. 
 
Product 
What will we produce out of the meeting? 
If your meetings seem to be “all talk and no follow-through,” consider how a 
product might change this. Everyone who attends a meeting should have a 
role and clear idea of what they are expected to do next. Make assignments!

People 
Who needs to be there and what roles will they play? 
The roles need to be clear about who in your organization is responsible for 
what. Identify who needs to be at the meeting and make sure they know 
about it.  It’s also about getting good community representation to your 
meeting and in your membership, if it’s a meeting of an entire organization.

1
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Process 
What kind of agenda do we need? 
One of the MOST important things you can do is to think about HOW you need 
to accomplish the purpose of the meeting. This process is reflected by the 
AGENDA. An agenda tells attendees you are organized and their time will be 
respected. An agenda can also be used to fill in notes on action items with who 
is responsible during the meeting. Make the agenda available prior to the 
meeting and at the meeting, either as handouts or posted. A best practice is 
also to send out the agenda with added meeting notes to all attendees after the 
meeting.

Pitfalls 
What are some potential risks in this meeting and how will we address them?  
Think ahead of time how difficult issues will be handled. Maintain ground 
rules, stick to the agenda, and don’t let anyone hijack your meeting. If you 
think there will be a particularly contentious issue for attendees, you may want 
a neutral party to facilitate

Prep 
Is there material that should be sent in advance to participants?  
Advance material should only be sent if people know there will be 
CONSEQUENCES if they are not prepared.

Practical Concerns 
What are the logistics? 
Who’s responsible? 
How will people find out about it? 
Who’s bringing the food?
Don’t EVER hear yourself say, but I thought YOU were doing that?! Make sure 
you have a checklist of assignments- who is doing what, with contact 
information.

Check out the worksheet:  Planning aMeeting.
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Breakout Groups:  
Why Do We Need Them?

How Do We Set Up Breakout Groups?

Breakout groups are needed where a large group is present and ideas need to 
be generated. This is true whether your meeting is live or virtual. In live 
meetings, one of the goals behind breaking into smaller work groups is to 
separate couples and cliques, evenly distributing thoughts and ideas. A 
smaller group will also encourage those more hesitant to speak up in large 
groups to offer their ideas. A smaller group allows everyone’s voice to be heard 
in a shorter period of time and allows ideas to evolve and change.

One method is to have participants count off to the number of smaller groups 
desired. Generally, between 5-10 people make up a successful small group. If 
the number of attendees is known, handouts that have colored dots to 
correspond to a small group table can be randomly distributed.

For meetings where groups will be reviewing different topics or materials, 
participants can be invited to choose the topic/table most interesting to them. 
Ask participants to voluntarily relocate to even out unevenly distributed 
groups.

Each breakout group requires two facilitators- one to guide conversation and 
keep people on track, and another to record ideas on a flip pad or table 
template. Ideal facilitators are people with an interest in the neighborhood, 
but who are able to put their own ideas and interests aside and motivate 
others to share their thoughts and ideas.

Group Facilitator Skills
Understand fully the objectives of the overall meeting and be able to 
explain it to the group.
Describe the specific task and make sure everyone understands.
Keep the discussion on track. Have a place to record “off-track” comments.
Don’t allow “grandstanding”- encourage participation by everyone at the 
table.
Remain impartial- the facilitator is not “selling” solutions or ideas.
Encourage openness and help resolve conflict or help the group 
understand the issues involved.
Recognize different personal styles in expressing ideas and respect them.
Help the group differentiate opinions from facts.

Facilitation5
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Active Listening
Make eye contact while the other person speaks. In general, you should 
aim for eye contact about 60% to 70% of the time while you are listening. 
Lean toward the other person, and nod your head occasionally. Avoid 
folding your arms as this signals that you are not listening.
Paraphrase what has been said, rather than offering unsolicited advice or 
opinions. You might start this off by saying "In other words, what you are 
saying is...
Don't interrupt while the other person is speaking. Do not prepare your 
reply while the other person speaks; the last thing that he or she says may 
change the meaning of what has already been said.
Watch nonverbal behavior to pick up on hidden meaning, in addition to 
listening to what is said. Facial expressions, tone of voice, and other 
behaviors can sometimes tell you more than words alone.
Shut down your internal dialogue while listening. Avoid daydreaming. It is 
impossible to attentively listen to someone else and your own internal 
voice at the same time.
Show interest by asking questions to clarify what is said. Ask open-ended 
questions to encourage the speaker. Avoid closed yes-or-no questions that 
tend to shut down the conversation.
Avoid abruptly changing the subject; it will appear that you were not 
listening to the other person.
Be open, neutral, and withhold judgment while listening.
Use “yes, and” instead of “yes, but.”
Be patient while you listen. We are capable of listening much faster than 
others can speak.
Learn to recognize active listening. Watch television interviews and 
observe whether the interviewer is practicing active listening. Learn from 
the mistakes of others.

4 Ground 
Rules for 
Discussion

1. Be courteous. Respect the 
ideas of others and be open 
to new ways of seeing things.

2. Share your ideas. The only 
bad idea is an unspoken one.

3. Listen to others. Waiting for 
the other person to stop talking 
is not the same as listening.

4. No speeches. Allow time for 
everyone to contribute.



Sources
Ife Williams and Chris Roberts of BYP100 Healing and Safety Council

Turning Towards Each Other Workbook By Jovida Ross and Weyam Ghadbian

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QutaEUel57M 

https://inittogether.cargo.site/ 

Adrienne Maree Brown. Emergent Strategy: Shaping Change, Changing Worlds, AK Press, United States, 2021. pg 259.
 

Tips for Digital 
Meetings

Does this need to be a virtual meeting? Or would a phone 
call suffice? 
Consider what type of event you would like to have, this 
will guide the platform you use. 
Have a facilitation buddy to handle things like 
monitoring the chat. 
Write yourself a tech script (when do you planning on 
sharing screen?) 
Give yourself time to troubleshoot tech issues. Schedule a 
15-30min tech-check before the event with all presenters. 
Design and engaging agenda. Provide different ways for 
people to interact, and with different levels of privacy.

6



Part of “How To Work Together”

Ground everything in the “Why?” or Station WIIFM (what’s in it for me?)

Remember why people do and why people don’t volunteer.

Keep these both in mind as you engage your volunteers - avoid the reasons 
why people don’t volunteer and make sure to engage some of the reasons 
why people do volunteer.

Have a pledge sheet that outlines:

Time commitment- volunteers need to schedule their time!

Clear tasks and responsibilities

Volunteer impact on the big picture

 Let them know how their service will impact your mission, advance your    

       goals, and support the community you serve.

Clear policies and guidelines

 How volunteers will be treated and supported by your organization.

 How volunteers will interact with the community they are serving.

Establish a clear process flow
      Pre-service orientation � Onboarding � Support and Training � Engagement

Communicate Consistently and Clearly

For a one-off volunteer event keep in touch between sign-up to the actual 
event date.

For a recurring volunteer program, consider regular communications like 
newsletters or check-ins.

Respond when volunteers reach out to you; communication goes both ways.

Use the communication means that work best for you and your volunteers 
(ask them); 

Remember, there’s free tech available to you: Google Apps, WhatsApp, etc.

7 How to Manage 
Volunteers



Part of “How To Work Together”

Plan and organize your opportunities

Take care of logistics:
Prepare plenty of work to keep volunteers engaged and prep 
materials ahead of time.
Be realistic about how many volunteers you can manage. Engage 
additional support if you have a large group or will be in various 
locations.

  
Plan for extra volunteers:

Make a backup list of activities volunteers could do if more show 
up than what you anticipated for a specific program/event.
Consider connecting volunteers with your partners if you can’t 
engage them.
Keep in touch with anyone you can’t engage right away.

Create a run of show to help organize your event. Note:
All the tasks volunteers will complete- location and amount of 
time to complete;
The minimum number of volunteers needed to complete the 
task;
Contact information for volunteer supervisor.

Elements that support volunteer engagement and retention
Ongoing training opportunities
Opportunities for growth for invested volunteers
Center recognition and retention from the start
Consider how your organization can support volunteers to become 
more engaged with the organization, and how they may expand 
their influence and responsibility.

Source: 

 Mayor’s Office of Civic Engagement and Volunteer Service

You can sign-up for trainings on Managing Volunteers for your 
group or as an individual on the Mayor's Office of Civic 
Engagement and Volunteer Service

https://www.phila.gov/programs/civic-engagement-academy

Need help finding volunteers? 

Email volunteer@phila.gov


